Not your
regular softy
All nippers are made of soft steel.
Ours are the only ones that last decades.

CRUSH STOPPERS – Ground-breaking innovation
prevents over-squeezing the nipper, and the razor-sharp
blades never “crush” each other, allowing the nippers to
remain sharp!
52 ROCKWELL – Unique technology allows the use of
super hard steel so the nippers stay sharper, longer. It
also allows for honing the nipper. Simply run the blades
two or three times along a genuine Arkansas stone
(included). Our nippers will stay razor sharp for
decades!
HONABLE – Get trained useing genuine Arkansas
sharpening stone we include with your nippers to touch
up the blades from time to time. You’ll never need to
send it for sharpening. Always work with razor sharp
nippers.
NEW JOINT – Our innovative, beveled joint minimizes
friction for easier cuts and reduced wear.
SOLINGEN - Hand sharpened! Every Germanikure
nipper is sharpened manually with a file (not a grinder)
by Solingen artisans.
12 UNIQUE HEADS – Choose from three different
head shapes, each available in 3, 5, 7 and 9mm.
OPEN JOINT – Our “open” design allows for easy
lubrication, and eliminates crevices where dirt and
moisture can collect over time.
LEATHER ROLL – Our nippers come in a special,
protective leather roll containing the genuine Arkansas
honing stone, and our unique lubri-pen to ensure all your
manicure tools last for decades!
DOUBLE SPRINGS – Friction-free squeezing! Allows
for a smooth, controllable cut.
SURGICAL STEEL – Made of high carbon stainless
steel, our nippers will never pit, crack, chip, or rust.

With GERMANIKURE, it’s about high
quality and low maintenance.

And, we’re Eco-friendly.

To keep your tool working great, everything you need to ensure
decades of use is contained in the leather roll. The Arkansas stone
will keep the blades razor sharp in just seconds, and our special
Lubri-Pen helps keeps your tools in smooth working order. Lubricate
the blades once, then sterilize many times until you’ll need to
lubricate again! And use a drop or two of the oil on your honing
stone to make the blades sharpen effortlessly.

Our nippers (like all of our products) are also ethically and eco-consciously made, crafted by trained adult artisans. In fact, our
company actively campaigns against child labor. We believe in
affordability over greed and we package our tools in plastic-free,
100% recyclable material, having been produced in environmentally
conscious factories. You can rest assured that our nipper is not only
well-designed and long-lasting, but is also ethically made, fairly
priced, environmentally sound, and will not end up in landfills like
most other nippers.

Ethical, sustainable, ecological, innovative,
inspirational, efficient, transparent

No phony smiles here. We value ethical practices and
an ecologically sustainable future for our children far
more than profit. We believe practices contrary to
these ideals are repulsive and we utilize no child
labor, no planned obsolescence, no factories that
have reprehensible waste and which have no
environmental conscience; NO. The highest quality,
longevous products can be affordable to regular
people...in fact, anything less is unaffordable.

Team:
Robert V. Surprise, Jr. - Chief Executive Officer
Jennifer Dignan - Corporate Relations Specialist
Annie Jones - Executive Assistant
David Weiner - International Sales
Joachim Klee - Sales & Marketing Director

With these tenants as the core of our business
practice, we have created the finest precision made
manicure products in Solingen, Germany..."the city of
blades" - world renowned for its impeccable steel
manufacturing. Meticulously engineered with pride,
care and attention to detail by adult artisans, our
unique designs prevent wear, so the same product
can last your family for generations. Specifically
designed to provide smooth cutting instead of
crushing, trimming instead of ripping, and finite
shaping instead of micro-tearing, our products
provide you with the healthiest treatment for your
nails.

info@germanikure.com
1-800-784-0714

Loving yourself is the first
step to loving others.
We are Germanikure.
Welcome to our family

